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Zeremonien, indem er es beschreibt, wie es gebraucht wurde, zunächst in der geschlos-
senen Ansicht, dann im geöffneten Zustand, wo er sich der Mitteltafel und den Flügel-
bildern zuwendet, um sich schließlich auf die Rückseite zu begeben, „da die communi-
canten herumbgehen“.30 Das Bild wird damit durch die Einfügung in die Kirchenordnung 
und durch das Verfahren seiner Bildbeschreibung zum Zentrum des Handelns: Vor dem 
Bild findet das geregelte Gemeindeleben statt und die Gemeinde bezieht das Retabel in die 
Handlungen ein; sie handelt mit ihm, indem sie es öffnet, umrundet und wieder schließt. 

So bildet das Gemälde der Zeremonien auf dem Altar der Regensburger Neupfarrkir-
che im Vollzug des Ritus, in der katechetischen Unterweisung der Gläubigen sowie im 
geschriebenen Regelwerk einen wiedererkennbaren Bezugspunkt und behauptet seine Be-
ständigkeit – sichtbar im Bild der angehaltenen Zeit der Sanduhr auf der Kanzel des luthe-
rischen Predigers.

30 Gallus: Kirchenordnung (wie Anm. 23), S. 482.

JaColien WuBs

Displaying the Word: The Reformed branding of the  
St. Nicolaas- or Bovenkerk in Kampen1

Despite the destruction of its medieval interior fittings during and after the Reformation, 
the present-day visitor of the St. Nicolaas or Bovenkerk in Kampen can still grasp some of 
its late medieval architectural and interior splendour. The foundations of the first church 
building on this site date back to the twelfth century. This first Romanesque church build-
ing was replaced by a Gothic successor during the thirteenth century. The enlargement of 
the transept and choir during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries followed Gothic models 
from Paris, Cologne and Prague, which prompted Leonhard Helten to describe Kampen’s 
prestigious parish church as a ‘Kathedrale für Bürger’.2 

This architectural grandeur reflected the prosperity of Kampen as a Hanseatic town 
located on the river IJssel. Similarly, its late medieval interior must have mirrored its 
wealth and overseas connections.3 While much of the medieval Catholic interior art and 
furnishings were destroyed or removed with the Calvinist Reformation, some of it has been 
preserved up to today. The Gothic sandstone pulpit dating from c. 1500 still stands at its 
original location, attached to a column on the south side of the nave. The wooden pre-Re-
formation choir screen (1550–1552) has also been preserved. Remarkably, the carved busts 
at the top representing Christ, Moses and the Four Evangelists, have remained untouched. 
The exceptional brass tabernacle from 1498–1499 that originally occupied the centre of 
the screen, did not survive Reformed iconoclasm.4 The chancel is still separated from the 
ambulatory by an openwork partition of sandstone with iron fillings, and inside the chan-
cel a canopied sedilia survives on the south side. Other reminders of the Catholic period 
are the chapels which surround the chancel, which once housed private side altars. Further 
side altars must have populated the nave, in front of the pillars and along the side walls.5 

1 I am grateful to Jan Quintus Zwart, church manager of the Bovenkerk, for showing me the 
text panels in the Bovenkerk and the Broederkerk in Kampen. For their useful comments on 
draft versions of this paper, I am grateful to Raingard Esser, Justin Kroesen and David van der  
Linden.

2 Helten, Leonhard: Kathedralen für Bürger. Die St. Nikolauskirche in Kampen und der Wandel 
 architektonischer Leitbilder städtischer Repräsentation im 14. Jahrhundert. Amsterdam 1994.

3 See also Wubs-Mrozewics, Justyna: Traders, Ties and Tensions. The Interaction of Lübeckers Ove-
rijsslers and Hollanders in Late Medieval Bergen. Hilversum 2008; Kroesen, Justin E. A.: Mittel-
alterliche Kirchenausstattung in niederländischen Hansestädten und ihre Bezüge nach Osten, 
Westen und Süden. In: Petermann, Kerstin and Anja Rasche, Gerhard Weilandt (eds.): Hansische 
Identitäten. (Coniunctiones – Beiträge des Netzwerks Kunst und Kultur der Hansestädte 1.) Peters-
berg 2018, p. 29–42.

4 Kroesen, Justin E. A.: Voorreformatorische koorhekken in Nederland. Jaarboek voor liturgie-
onderzoek Vol. 21 (2005), p. 129–158; Kroesen: Mittelalterliche Kirchenausstattung (see note 3),  
p. 23–33; Meij, P. J.: Het Mechelsche sacramentshuisje in de St. Nicolaaskerk te Kampen. Kamper 
Almanak (1940–1941), p. 184–196. 

5 Kroesen, Justin E. A.: Seitenaltäre in mittelalterlichen Kirchen. Standort – Raum – Liturgie. Re-
gensburg 2010.
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Some pillars still bear traces of paintings that must have served as retables to these side  
altars.6

The retained pieces of church art and furnishings and the traces thereof recall a vanis-
hed world of late medieval Catholic devotion that was aided by and reflected in the art and 
furnishings of the church interior.7 The Reformation of the doctrine and the liturgy went 
hand in hand with a profound transformation of the material culture of worship. Soon af-
ter the church interior was ‘purified’ from all objects that had served Catholic liturgy and 
devotion, the Reformed adapted and redecorated the church in a new way. A conspicuous 
aspect of the accommodation of church space for Reformed worship was the installation of 
text panels displaying phrases from the Bible and other texts vital to Reformed faith, as well 
as the painting of phrases from Scripture on the interior church walls. These text panels 
and text paintings visually marked the church as a place for Reformed worship during the 
late sixteenth and early seventeenth century. The traces of iconoclasm juxtaposed with the 
Word painted on panels and walls can be seen as the material manifestation of the Refor-
med image discourse, located in the interior of the Bovenkerk in Kampen.

In a more traditional view of the Reformation, which is increasingly contested by re-
cent scholarship, the notion prevailed that the spoken Word and an inner understanding 
of the Word completely supplanted the role of the image within the church space.8 This is 
particularly the case with regard to the Dutch Calvinist Reformation which is known for 
its vehement iconoclasm that supposedly resulted in serene whitewashed churches as these 
are shown in paintings by Pieter Saenredam (1597–1665) and others. A close analysis of the 
early modern text panels and text paintings in the interior of the Bovenkerk reveals, firstly, 
how such decorations were a profoundly visual and material way of marking churches as 
spaces for Reformed worship. Somewhat paradoxically, the Calvinists displayed texts as 
if these were images, with the aim of unequivocally rejecting the former Catholic image-
based devotion and to distance themselves from the Catholic past of their own church build-
ing. Secondly, a reconstruction of the spatial layout of the Reformed text panels and text 
painting lays bare a surprising level of continuity in the organization and use of the church 
space through the Reformation.9 Reformed texts often filled the voids or camouflaged the 

6 See for a discussion of medieval church interiors in Overijssel: Steensma, Regnerus: Het gebruik 
van de middeleeuwse kerken in Overijssel voor de katholieke eredienst. Delden 2005.

7 See for discussion of the reflecting and shaping force of religious material culture: Meyer, Birgit: 
Picturing the Invisible. Visual Culture and the Study of Religion. Method and Theory in the Study 
of Religion 27 (2015), p. 333–360.

8 In recent scholarship, attention is increasingly drawn to Protestant material and visual culture. Ex-
amples include: Finney, Paul Corbey (ed.): Seeing beyond the Word. Visual Arts and the Calvinist 
Tradition. Grand Rapids 1999; Harasimowicz, Jan: Sichtbares Wort. Die Kunst als Medium der Kon-
fessionalisierung und Intensivierung des Glaubens in der Frühen Neuzeit. Regensburg 2017; Heal, 
Bridget: The Catholic Eye and the Protestant Ear: The Reformation as a Non-Visual Event? In: Opitz, 
Peter (ed.): The Myth of the Reformation. Göttingen 2013, p. 185–210; Mochizuki, Mia M.: The 
Netherlandish Image after Iconoclasm, 1566–1672: Material Religion in the Dutch Golden Age. Al-
dershot 2008; Steensma, Regnerus: Protestantse Kerken. Hun Pracht en Kracht. Gorredijk 2013.

9 See also: Kroesen, Justin E. A.: The preserving power of Calvinism: pre-Reformation chancel 
screens in the Netherlands. In: Bucklow, Spike and Richard Marks, Lucy Wrapson (eds.): The Art 
and Science of the Church Screen in Medieval Europe: Making, Meaning, Preserving, Woodbridge. 
Rochester 2017, p. 195–219; Kroesen, Justin E. A.: Accomodating Calvinism. The Appropriation 

traces left by removed Catholic objects thus turning poignant reminders of Catholic wor-
ship into Reformed textual markers of the now Reformed church space. Lastly, the partic-
ular form and content of the text decoration in the Kampen Bovenkerk may serve as an 
example of (trans-) regional unity and exchange. Its visual characteristics draw attention 
towards stylistic unity in the eastern part of the Dutch Republic while the content of one 
ensemble of text panels in the Bovenkerk suggests exchange with Lutheran material from 
north-western Germany.

The primary sources for this study are a number of preserved text panels, as they appear 
to us today, as well as a single remnant of what originally must have been a text painting on 
an interior church wall. Most of the panels discussed in this chapter are still located and on 
display in the Bovenkerk. Two further examples can now be found in the nearby Broeder-
kerk. Exceptional in this case is that church accounts, dating from 1526 onwards, have been 
preserved. From these early accounting books many salient details concerning the practical 
material reformation of the church interior can be glimpsed.10

1 Episodes of Reformation and iconoclasm in the history of Kampen

In his work on the history of the Reformation in Kampen, Van der Pol mentions several 
concrete events, which point at an ever growing support for the Reformed movement in 
Kampen during the first half of the sixteenth century.11 The city of Kampen inhabited tra-
desman ‘die Oestwert verkeert hebben ende noch verkeeren’, ‘man who had been travelling 
eastwards and still are in the east’.12 Decades before the public recognition of the Dutch 
Calvinist church in 1579, traders returning to Kampen had brought the Reformed ideas 
with them, which they had picked up in eastern regions, such as the German territories 
and the Baltic region. As early as the 1520’s, reports of book censoring by the city council 
can be found, in order to suppress the spread and development of what was seen as heretic 

of Medieval Church Interiors for Protestant Worship in the Netherlands after the Reformation. In: 
Harasimowicz: Sichtbares Wort (see note 8), p. 81–98.

10 Fragments of the church accounts are frequently cited in: Van der Pol, Frank: De Reformatie te Kam-
pen, Kampen 1990. The church accounts are currently being transcribed integrally by Gerrit Eijlan-
der A transcription of the volumes concerning the years 1580–1650, which are most relevant for this 
study, was not available while preparing this paper. Already published are the transcriptions of the 
church accounts dating from 1680–1703, 1704–1706 and 1728–1742: Eijlander, Gerrit: Rekeningen 
van de kerkmeesters van de St. Nicolaas- or Bovenkerk Periode 1680–1703 en 1704–1706. Bewer-
king van Oud Archief inv. nr. 1337 en 1338. Kamper genealogische en historische bronnen deel 44 
g en h, Kampen 2017. Available on: https://debovenkerk.nl/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/20170324-
Rekening-van-de-kerkmeesters-van-de-Bovenkerk.pdf (consulted on: 01-03-2018); Eijlander, Ger-
rit: Rekeningen van de kerkmeesters van de St. Nicolaas- of Bovenkerk Periode 1728–1742 Be-
werking van Oud Archief inv. nr. 1339. Kamper genealogische en historische bronnen deel 44. I, 
Kampen 2017. Available on: https://debovenkerk.nl/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/Rekeningen-van-
de-kerkmeesters-van-de-Bovenkerk-deel-2.pdf (consulted on: 01-03-2018)

11 This section is mainly based on: Van der Pol: De Reformatie (see note 10) and Van der Pol, Frank: 
Kerkelijke geschiedenis: Middeleeuwen en Reformatie. In: Geschiedenis van Kampen “maer het is 
hier te Campen”. Kampen 1993, p. 113–142.

12 Van der Pol: Kerkelijke geschiedenis (see note 11), p. 129.
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ideas. In the archives of the city council, debates are also reported in the 1530’s concern-
ing ‘lutherije’, which can not only be translated as Lutheran ideas and practices, but also 
 encompassed a wider range of Protestant influences. In the second half of the sixteenth cen-
tury, concrete traces of the rise of the Reformed movement appear again when a Reformed 
‘conventicle’, a regularly gathering group of adherents of the Reformation, asks for permis-
sion to hold church services under the Augsburg Confession.

In – what in hindsight can be seen as-The run-up to the occupation of the St. Nicho-
las church by the Calvinists, the removal and destruction of the Catholic church art and 
furnishings took place on two occasions. The ‘beeldenstorm’ of 1566, which started 
in the southern Netherlands, did not reach Kampen. The first wave of removal and de-
struction of church art in the St. Nicholas church took place in 1572. This event should 
be understood in the light of the political developments of the Revolt against Spanish 
rule. In 1572, Kampen was conquered by Count Willem van den Bergh, brother-in-law of  
the Prince of Orange. Under his command, the St. Nicholas church was plundered by his 
troops and by civilians. This seems to have been more of a riot by plundering soldiers 
and civil  rioters, rather than pure religiously driven iconoclasm. A very short period of 
only three months of Protestant domination was established under the rule of Van den 
Bergh. His departure marked the beginning of a period of Catholic restoration: the inha-
bitants of Kampen were summoned to return to the Bovenkerk and to the other churches 
and convents in Kampen whatever church goods they possessed. A second wave of ico-
noclasm struck the Bovenkerk in 1580, following the public recognition of the Reformed 
church in 1579. Ornaments, liturgical vestments, paintings, statues and books were remo-
ved, destroyed and burnt, and the Catholic pastor left the town. This time, the Calvinists 
definitively occupied the St. Nicholas church, which from then on was mainly referred 
to as the ‘Bovenkerk’. Immediately, in that same year, the Calvinists started to adapt the 
church interior, not only by a thorough removal of all vestiges of the Catholic worship, 
but also by redecorating the church with Reformed texts painted on panels and church  
walls. 

2 The Reformed ‘visuality of texts’ versus former Catholic religious imagery

From the onset of the Reformed use of the Bovenkerk, text decoration was employed as a 
means to repudiate what was seen as Catholic idolatry. Some of the Biblical verses inscri-
bed on panels unequivocally reject image-devotion. Such texts, installed soon after the 
Reformation, can be seen as a means for the Reformed to distance themselves, within the 
church interior, from the former and still recent Catholic past of this church space, parti-
cularly its former Catholic imagery and the Catholic ‘idolatrous’ worship that had been 
practiced there. A most telling example in this respect is one of the oldest panels preserved 
in the church, which dates from 1602 as is inscribed below the text (fig. 1).

A series of verses from various Bible books is inscribed on the panel warning strong - 
ly against idolatry and against a false understanding of faith, and calling upon the reader 
to serve the only true God. It starts with a verse from the book of the prophet Isaiah, say- 
ing: ‘Their land is filled with idols; they bow down to the work of their hands, to what 
their own fingers have made. And so people are humbled, and everyone is brought low –  

Fig. 1: Text panel, 1602,  
Bovenkerk, Kampen.  
Photo: Jacolien Wubs

do not forgive them!’ (Is.2:8–9, NRSV)13 The verse that follows is from the apocry- 
phal book of Baruch saying: ‘For just as one’s dish is useless when it is broken, so are the 
gods of the heathen, when they have been set up in the temples. Their eyes are full of the 
dust raised by the feet of those who enter.’(Baruch 6:17, RSVCE)14 Another verse employs 
the metaphor of ‘not seeing while seeing’: ‘They do not know, nor do they comprehend; 
for their eyes are shut, so that they cannot see, and their minds as well, so that they cannot 
understand.’ (Is.44:18, NRSV) More obliquely, with this verse Catholic image devotion is 
rejected as heresy. The passage in the book of Isaiah, which includes this verse, states that 
those who see an image made of innate powerless wood and worship it nevertheless, are 
being willfully blind. In other words, he who worships images lacks a proper understanding 
of true faith. These texts, which can be understood as rejecting Catholic imagery and wors-
hip are followed by proselitist texts: they call upon the reader to convert to true -Reformed- 
faith, and salvation by faith only is proclaimed in these verses. Again quoted from Isaiah 
44, one of the verses reads: ‘I have swept away your transgressions like a cloud, and your 
sins like mist; return to me, for I have redeemed you.’ (Is.44:22, NRSV) This combination 
of texts is unique – compared to other still extant and contemporary Dutch examples – and

13 All the English translations of Bible verses are taken from the ‘New Revised Standard Version’ 
available on biblegateway.com, with a few noted exceptions.

14 In the Dutch version on the panel, this verse is numbered 6:16. The English translation is taken from 
the Revised Standard Version Catholic Edition (RSVCE), available on: www.biblegateway.com. 
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must have been specifically compiled for the Bovenkerk. Also separately, these verses can 
very rarely be found.15

Somewhat paradoxically, the verses preaching against ‘idolatry’, referring to the for-
mer Catholic image devotion are presented as an image, made to be looked at. The verses 
displayed on this panel have been skillfully calligraphed with gilded characters contra-
sted with a black background. The initials with which each individual verse commences 
are modestly but meticulously decorated with scrollwork, in a style widely known at 
that time through the spread of ornament prints. The panel is also framed, as if it were a  
picture.

Besides the rejection of the former Catholic worship, the church also possesses a panel 
which can be understood as teaching the new Reformed doctrine. The panel can be dated 
around 1600 based on its stylistic characteristics and urges its viewer to hear and also to act 
upon the Word. Centrally it displays a text from the letter of James: ‘Welcome with meek-
ness the implanted Word that has the power to save your souls. But be doers of the word, 
and not merely hearers who deceive themselves.’ (James 1:21(b)–22, NRSV) The believers 
are encouraged here to not only listen passively, but to also actively live according to what 
is preached. The phrase ‘hearers who deceive themselves’ is a reminder of eternal judge-
ment. It warns the churchgoer not to presume that hearing the Word is enough for eternal 
salvation; acting accordingly, which means upholding a certain religious and moral stan-
dard is just as essential. The central importance of the Word is emphasized by the content of 
the main text as well as its central position on the panel. This main message is specified by 
the texts rendered in smaller characters and included in oval cartouches in the painted orna-
mental frame. In the upper part a text from 1 Peter: 17(b) is depicted, instructing the reader 
to ‘Fear God. Honor the king.’ (NKJV)16 The texts left and right form one verse: ‘Keep the 
faith and a good conscience’ based on 1 Timothy 1:19, and in the lower area it says ‘Watch 

15 The following texts are inscribed on the panel: 
Esaias 2:8–9: ‘Haer landt vol Afgoden / ende bidden aen harer Handen werck. Daer bucket hem de 

Gemeijne-man / daer Verootmoedigen hen de Lunckeren / dat en sult gij hen niet vergeven.’ 
Baruch 6:16: ‘Gelijck als een Vat / dat een Mensche gebruijckt / onnutte is als het gebroken wort /  

even so zijn de Afgoden: wanneer mense in haer huijseken settet / soo worden sy vol stofs /  
etc.’

Baruch 6:18: ‘Sij steken hen Lampen aen / ende dier vele meer / dan sij voor henselven aensteken / 
ende sij en sien doch niets.’

Esaias 44:18: ‘Sij en weten niet / noch ende verstaen niets / want sij zijn Verblendt / dat hare Ogen 
niet sien / ende hare Herten niet mercken en cunnen.’

Esaias 40:18: ‘Wien wilt gij dan Godt Nae-beelden? oft wat voor een Gelijckenisse wilt gij Hem 
maken?’

Esaias 44:22: ‘Ick (spreeckt de Heere) delge wt uwe Misdaedt als een Wolcke / ende uwe Zonden als 
den Nevel / Keert u tot mij / want Ick verlosse u.’ 

Esaias 45:22: ‘Keert u tot mij so wort gij Salich / aller Werldt einde / want Ick bin Godt / ende nie-
mandt meer.’

Actor.17:29: ‘Ghij dan die Gods Geslachte zijt / en moeten niet meijnen / Dat die Godheijt den Goude /  
ofte Silvere/ ofte Steene / door Menschen konste ende bedenckinge gesneden / gelijck zij.’

Daniel 7:14(b): ‘Maer / Dat des Heeren macht Eewich is / die niet en vergaet.’
16 The English translation is taken from the New King James Version (NKJV), available on: www.

biblegateway.com.

and pray’, taken from Matthew 26:41(a).17 Even more than the 1602 panel, this object may 
have attracted the eye of the beholder by means of its decorated frame, consisting of typical 
illusory painted scrollwork in the manner of Hans Vredeman de Vries.18 

Similar to the 1602 panel, this panel is unique in the sense that other preserved and con-
temporary Dutch text panels contain neither the combination of texts nor the separate texts 
displayed on this panel. This suggests that both panels were a local invention rather than 
an imitation of panels elsewhere in Dutch churches, even though it is problematic to assess 
to what extent these panels were exceptional in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth 
century, based on the body of material preserved up to today. The unusual compilation of 
texts, which strongly reject Catholic worship in addition to the unequivocal proclamation 
of Reformed doctrine, raise the question which circumstances or what specific event may 
have led to the installation of such panels.19 The answer can be found in the religiously di-
verse population in Kampen and the relatively strict policy against Catholics in Kampen 
at that time. The churchgoers of the Bovenkerk were not all by definition full members 
of the Calvinist church. Part of them must have been so called ‘liefhebbers’ supporters 
but not members of the Reformed congregation, while others may have still sympathi-
zed with Catholicism. A relatively high percentage of the Kampen population remained 
Catholic, and clandestine Catholic practices, exercised in hidden conventicles, continued 
throughout the seventeenth century.20 The local climate for Catholics was relatively diffi-
cult. Compared to other regions, the Kampen Catholics enjoyed a low degree of tolerance. 
The strong character of these early text panels is in line with this overall strict climate, 
dominated by the Reformed church of which only a minority of the population was a full  
member. 

17 The following texts are transcribed on the panel: 
Jacobus 1:21,22: ‘Ontfangt met alle lieflikhs het woord dat in u geplant word ‘t welk uwe Ziele can 

salig maken.
Ende weest daders des woords en niet alleenk hoorder, u selfs bedriegende.’ 
‘Vreest God, Eerst de Conic’ (1 Petr. 2:17)
‘Behoud ’t Geloove ende een goede Conscientie’ (1 Tim.1:19)
‘Waakt ende Bid’ (Matth.26:41)

18 See: Borggrefe, Heiner and Thomas Fusenig, Barbara Uppenkamp (eds.): Tussen stadspaleizen en 
luchtkastelen: Hans Vredeman de Vries en de Renaissance. Gent, Amsterdam 2002 (exh. cat.).

19 This question was also raised by Steensma in his discussion of this panel: ‘Men kan zich afvragen 
welke noodzaak er was om rond 1600 in de IJsselstad zo sterk te waarschuwen tegen de afgoden-
dienst. Speelde hier mogelijk de angst voor een verlangen naar de beelden uit de katholieke tijd nog 
een rol?’ Steensma: Protestantse Kerken (see note 8), p. 197–198.

20 Fehrman, C. N.: Katholiek Kampen binnen en buiten de O.l.v.- of Buitenkerk. Kamper Alma-
nak (1976–1977), p. 171–245; Van der Pol, Frank: Religious Diversity and Everyday Ethics in the 
 Seventeenth-Century Dutch City Kampen. Church History, Vol. 71, No.1 (Mar.2002), p. 16–62, see 
p. 36–41. See also: Parker, Charles H.: Faith on the Margins. Catholics and Catholicism in the Dutch 
Golden Age. Cambridge 2008, p. 183.
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3 The deliberate positioning of texts within the church space

The church accounts provide us with some significant details about the production of the 
earliest text panels and text paintings and their placement within the church interior. Seve-
ral texts must have been painted on the interior church walls as well as on panels as early 
as 1580-1581. Although most of the panels and paintings from around 1580 mentioned in 
the church accounts have not been preserved, the archival sources reveal how these texts 
were used to cover (remainders of) medieval Catholic imagery or to camouflage the voids 
left by the removal of Catholic church furnishings. This placement of texts underlined the 
Reformed structure and use of the church space, which also resembled the pre-Reformation 
organization and use of the church space. 

A note in the church accounts of 1580–1581 reports precisely where in the church the 
church warden wanted scripture to be painted. It reads: ‘(…) to whitewash there were I want 
to have painted Scripture, there where the altar of St. George has stood and under the small 
organ, and where the altar of the carpenters has stood (…)’.21 Here, it becomes clear that 
painted scripture had to replace the altars removed at the time of the Reformation, as these 
had been the focal points of the Catholic worship. Exactly where these altars have stood, 
is not known. Which passages were chosen to replace the removed altars also remains 
obscured, because none of these text paintings is preserved. Only a small trace of a yellow 
cartouche usually framing a text can still be seen in one of the choir chapels. The accounts 
indicate that the walls of this church were adorned with a range of text paintings after the 
Reformation, similar to those in other churches in the region, discussed in section 4 below. 

A number of small seventeenth-century text panels filling the niches in the pulpit ser-
ved a similar aim (fig. 2).The gothic pulpit, dating from c. 1500, remained in use after the 
Reformation. The sculptures however, which must have filled its exterior niches before the 
Reformation, were removed. The empty niches were filled with text panels after the Refor-
mation, visually marking the importance of the pulpit as the platform from which the Word, 
so central in Reformed thought and worship, was preached. The content of the texts equally 
underline the importance of the Word: the selected verses from the Bible repeatedly refer 
to hearing, listening or speaking, as in listening to the Word, or speaking according to its 
message. One of the panels refers to veritable preaching, saying: ‘Whoever speaks must 
do so as one speaking the very words of God.’ (1 Petr. 4:11a, NRSV) The authority of the 
Reformed preacher on the pulpit was reinforced by the authority of Christ himself through 
a quote from a sermon of Christ, displayed on one the panels, saying: ‘Whoever listens to 
you listens to me.’ (Luke 10:16a, NRSV) Another text addresses the listener, as it reads: 
‘My sheep hear my voice.’ (John 10:27a, NRSV)22 While the pre-reformation pulpit itself 

21 ‘tho wytten daer ick Schrifftuer wolde hebben laten schrijven als to weten daer St. Jorgyensaltaer 
gestaen heeft ende onder ’t warck van ’t kleyne orgell ende daer ’t Tymmermansaltaer gestaen hefft 
ende onder ’t Heeren glas’.Van der Pol: De Reformatie (see note 10), p. 304; Kerkrekeningen Oud 
Archief Kampen 1332 (1571–1603) fol. 95r (see note 10).

22 The following texts are inscribed on the panels:
Matt. 10:22: ‘WIE VOLSTANDIG BLYFT SAL SALIG WERDEN.’
Luc. 10:16: ‘WIE ULIEDEN HOORT DIE HOORT MY.’
1 Pet. 4:11: ‘SOYEMAND SPREEKT DIE SPREKE ALS GODS WOORD.’
Rom. 12:2 ‘EN WORDDE SER WERELT NIET GELYK FORMIG.’

Fig. 2: Pulpit, c.1500, Bovenkerk Kampen. 
Photo: Regnerus Steensma

was retained and remained in use after the Reformation, the new stronger significance of 
listening to the Word is emphasized and contrasted with the former viewing of the removed 
sculptures, which stemmed from the late medieval Catholic era.

The recycling of pre-Reformation art and furnishings after the Reformation was not un-
common, as can be illustrated with another remarkable note from the 1580-1581 church ac-
counts of the Bovenkerk.23 It mentions how the church wardens ordered an image to be made 
into a panel with the ‘Ten Commandments in golden letters’.24 This note does not specify 
what kind of image was painted on the panel before it was turned into a Ten Commandments 
panels. Plausibly, it contained imagery that had become controversial and was reused for 
a Reformed purpose.25 Together with the Ten Commandments panel, panels depicting the 

Joh. 10:27: MYNE SCHAPEN HOOREN MYNE STEMME.’
Jac. 2:18: ‘TOONT MY U GELOOVE UYT UWE WERKEN.’
Marc. 1:15: ‘BEKEERT U EN GELOOFT DEN EVANGELIO.’
1 Pet. 4:7: ‘WEEST NUCHTEREN WAKT IN DEN GHEBEDE.’

23 See also, for a discussion of the use of the terms ‘conversion’ or ‘recycling’ with regards to Re-
formed reuse of medieval liturgical artefacts: Walsham, Alexandra: Recycling the Sacred: Mate-
rial Culture and Cultural Memory after the English Reformation. Church History 86:4 (December 
2017), p. 1121–1154. 

24 (…) Wolter Cracgts dat hij sall hebben het taffriell dat Jonge Dirck (…) gegeven hadde waarvoor hij 
ons sall maken de tyen geboden mitt gulden letteren’. Kerkrekeningen Oud Archief Kampen 1332 
(1571–1603) fol. 95r. Van der Pol: De Reformatie (see note 10), p. 304. I am grateful to Kees Schilder, 
expert on the history of Kampen, for his assistance in reading the church accounting books. 

25 More examples can be listed of pre-reformation images that were turned into text panels after the 
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Lord’s Prayer and the Creed were commissioned.26 Whether or not these three panels, as 
mentioned in the 1580–1581 church accounts, have been preserved remains unclear. The 
Bovenkerk currently does possess such panels, which, however, date from 1634, as is inscri-
bed on the panels itself. These may either be different panels than the one mentioned in the 
church accounts, or the 1634 panels can be later reworkings of the 1580–1581 panels. 

The 1634 ensemble currently consists of four panels. All are calligraphed and decora-
ted with scrollwork in a very similar style, and bear the same signature and dating, which 
suggests that the four panels were originally intended and installed as a coherent ensemble. 
One of the panels preserved in the Bovenkerk depicts the Ten Commandments. Another 
panel in the Bovenkerk is inscribed with the Great Commission, which is the instruction 
to spread the Gospel and to baptize the nations, given to Christ’s disciples and described in 
Matthew 28:19 (fig. 3). 

At the time of my visits to the Bovenkerk (summer 2017), the two panels were placed 
in the ambulatory. Two other preserved panels are no longer present in the Bovenkerk, but

Fig. 3: Panel with the 
Great Commission, 
1634, Bovenkerk, 
Kampen. Photo:  
Jacolien Wubs

Reformation. One of the best known and most thoroughly studied examples is a panel in the Utrecht 
Jacobikerk, on which a Mass of St. Gregory was depicted and which was overpainted with a pas-
sage from the Bible after the Reformation. Van Bueren,Truus and Corinne van Dijk: Overschilderd: 
van Gregoriusmis naar bijbeltekst: de reformatie van de Utrechtse Jacobikerk. Hilversum 2017; Van 
Dijk, Corinne: Woord boven beeld. Een protestants tekstbord met een katholiek altaarstuk onder 
de oppervlakte. In: Van Eck, Xander and Ruud Priem (eds.): Vormen van verdraagzaamheid: reli-
gieuze (in)tolerantie in de Gouden Eeuw. Zwolle 2013, p. 27–32. Consecration crosses laid bare on 
the backside of the frame of a Ten Commandments panel in the Pieterskerk in Leiden, indicate that 
pre-Reformation material was reused for this frame. No remnants of an earlier painting have been 
found on the panel itself. Kroesen, Justin E. A.: Het oudste koorhek van Nederland. In: Den Har-
tog, Elisabeth and John Veerman (eds.): De Pieterskerk in Leiden. Bouwgeschiedenis, inrichting en 
 gedenktekens. Zwolle 2011, p. 235–252, see p. 238.

26 ‘de ander twe taeffrilen mit het Vader Onze ende ’t Gelove’. Kerkrekeningen Oud Archief Kampen 
1332 (1571–1603) fol. 95r. Van der Pol: De Reformatie (see note 10), p. 304.

can be found in the Kampen Broederkerk.27 One of the Broederkerk panels is inscribed 
with the Words of Institution, whereby Christ is believed to have laid the foundation for the 
celebration of the Lord’s Supper (Marc. 14:22–24 and 1 Cor. 10: 16–17). The other displays 
the Apostles Creed (full text of the Apostle’s Creed, with a reference to Joh. 20:31). As will 
be discussed in more detail in the following section, it is well possible that originally, a fifth 
panel depicting the Lord’s Prayer belonged to this set, which has been lost.

The 1634 ensemble has become disintegrated and dislocated over time. Based on simi-
lar ensembles elsewhere with a preserved or fixed position in the church, an attempt can be 
made to reconstruct the original spatial setting of the panels. Looking at other churches, we 
find that similar sets often marked the border between choir and nave. Placed on top of the 
choir screen or installed as a part of it, it often replaced a pre-Reformation crucifix placed 
on top of or hanging above the choir screen.28 Such crucifixes were without any exception 
removed from Dutch churches at the occasion of their Calvinist take-over. The most con-
spicuous example of a characteristic spatial setting of such panels can be found in the Grote 
of St. Michaëlskerk in Zwolle, located near Kampen. Here, text panels displaying the Ten 
Commandments and the Lord’s Prayer form an integral part of the choir screen, which (in 
its entirety) dates from 1597. Installed as part of or on top of a choir screen text panels could 
not only serve as substitute for the Catholic crucifix or adorn a new Reformed choir screen, 
but they also marked the choir space in a distinctly Reformed way.29 Albeit that the Lord’s 
Supper was celebrated much less frequently than the Catholic Eucharist, it could continue 
to take place in the choir space of the church. While walking from the nave to the choir, the 
limited congregation of participating church members walked passed these texts, so closely 
connected to the Reformed liturgy and meaning of the Lord’s Supper. Pointing at the im-
portance of the Lord’s Supper, the texts could urge the participants to ‘examine themselves’ 
as it is described in the passage on the proper celebration of Lord’s Supper in 1 Cor. 11:28. 
This way, the choir screen emphasized by the text panels, functioned as a spatial threshold, 
while simultaneously mirroring a spiritual threshold for churchgoers participating in com-
munion. This setting elucidates how the form and content of text decoration was closely 
related to the Reformed use of the church space. Whether or not the Kampen ensemble was 
originally indeed located likewise upon or as part of the choir screen, can only be deter-
mined by further (technical) material and archival research.

27 These panels have been moved to the Broederkerk in Kampen (which belonged to the Franciscan 
friars before the Reformation), on the occasion of the restauration of the church in 1957, and have 
not been returned afterwards.

28 Steensma: Protestantse kerken (see note 7), p. 166; van Swigchem, C. A. and T. Brouwer, W. van Os: 
Een huis voor het Woord. Het Protestantse kerkinterieur in Nederland tot 1900.’s Gravenhage 1984, 
p. 279.

29 Well-preserved examples include panels in Leiden en Noordwijk. The Ten Commandments panel 
on top of the choir screen in the Pieterskerk in Leiden (c. 1572–1625) replaced a pre-Reformation 
crucifix. On the choir side, the panel displays the Words of Institution (1 Cor. 11: 23–29). Kroesen: 
Het oudste koorhek (see note 25), p. 238. The choir screen in Noordwijk is adorned with three text 
panels displaying the Creed, the Ten Commandments and the Lord’s Prayer on the nave side (1624). 
Various biblical texts, including the Words of Institution (1 Cor. 11:23–28), are displayed on the 
 panels on the choir side.
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4 (Trans-) regional variation

The particular collection of texts displayed on the 1634 ensemble, shows similarities with 
texts displayed on Lutheran text altars, in the way that they can be found in northwest Ger-
many. A remarkable aspect of the 1634 ensemble is that it originally may have consisted of 
five panels, of which, as mentioned above, four have been preserved up to today. The most 
commonly found similar sets of texts in Dutch Calvinist churches consist of three main texts, 
namely, the Ten Commandments, the Lord’s Prayer and the Creed. On several occasions, 
this set of texts is completed with the Words of Institution. The Kampen set lacks the Lord’s 
Prayer. It is, however, well possible that a fifth panel displaying the Lord’s Prayer originally 
belonged to the ensemble. A rare part of this ensemble is the panel displaying the Great Com-
mission (Matth. 28:19).30 This text is seldom part of such ensembles in Dutch churches.31 In a 
Biblical context, the Great Commission was Christ’s instruction to his disciples to spread the 
Gospel. In the context of a Reformed church it may be understood as a  reference to the sacra-
ment of Baptism. As such, this set of five texts (The Ten Commandments, the – presumed and 
most likely lost – Lord’s Prayer, the Creed, the Words of Institution and the Great Commis-
sion) corresponds with the five main chapters of Luther’s popular Small Catechism, dating 
from 1529. The five chapters of the Christian doctrine (‘Die fünf Hauptstücke der christlichen 
Lehr’) are all resembled in this ensemble: together with the Ten Commandments, the Creed 
and the Lord’s Prayer as central tenets of Protestant faith and liturgy, the two Protestant sa-
craments of communion and baptism were presented. Several examples of ‘Schriftaltäre’, 
also conspicuously termed ‘Katechismus retabel’ (text altarpieces or catechism altarpieces) 
from northwest Germany, which are inventoried and analyzed by Diederichs-Gottschalk, 
display the same five themes and date from the late sixteenth or early seventeenth century. 
While the complete set of five texts can rarely be found on panels in the Dutch Calvinist 
 realm, it can frequently be found on Lutheran material.32

Worth noting in this respect are two other quite exceptional Dutch text panels, which 
also display the full range of five texts, namely the panels in Bourtange (1611) and Poortu-
gaal (1686–1687). In several respects, these pieces show affinity with Lutheran catechism 
altars. Not only do their texts contain the full range of all five themes of Luther’s small 
catechism, but both are also shaped as a triptych, consisting of a central panel and hinged 
wings on both sides. The triptych shape, reminiscent of late medieval pictorial altarpieces, 
is an anomaly in the Dutch Calvinist area, whereas it can commonly be found in German 
Protestant churches. Moreover, these text triptychs are not installed as text altarpieces, but 
are attached to the church walls in a way similar to other Dutch Calvinist text panels. 

30 Part of the text on the panel is a paraphrase of Marc. 16:16, although the book, chapter and verse 
number are not explicitly mentioned on the panel.

31 The only Holland example bearing the verse form Matth. 28 can be found in Katwijk aan de Rijn 
(1608). It also appears on the panel in Rijswijk (Gelderland) (1658).

32 Examples include the pieces in Asel (1610), Etzel (1617), Dornum/Roggenstede 1590–1594/1683. 
For a more extensive overview see: Diederichs-Gottschalk, Dietrich: Die protestantischen Schrif-
taltäre des 16. und 17. Jahrhunderts in Nordwestdeutschland. Regensburg 2005, p. 325–330. See 
also: Diederichs-Gottschalk, Dietrich: ‘Zwischen Martin Luther und Martin Micron. Schriftaltäre 
des 16. Jahrhunderts in Ostfriesland als interkonfessionelle Zeugnisse. Emder Jahrbuch für histori-
sche Landeskunde Ostfrieslands 93 (2013), p. 135–156.

When looking at stylistic characteristics of texts painted on church interior walls, Kam-
pen may have originally been a representative example for what can be found in churches 
in the north-eastern part of the former Dutch Republic. As we have seen, only a small trace 
of a typical yellow-orange texts cartouche has been preserved on the wall of one of the choir 
chapels in the Bovenkerk. The 1580-1581 church accounts have shown that many more texts 
must originally have been painted on the church walls at the time of the Reformed occupa-
tion of the church. Looking at other churches in mainly the Eastern part of the Netherlands, 
we can form ourselves a picture of what the Kampen church walls may have looked like 
in the late sixteenth century. Various layers of well-preserved and restored text paintings 
can for example be found on the church wall in the St. Jacobskerk in Winterswijk33 (fig. 4).

Fig. 4: Text pain-
ting, St. Jacobskerk, 
Winterswijk. Photo: 
Regnerus Steensma

The text paintings that date from the Reformed era are characterized by the yellow and 
orange cartouches with scrollwork in the so-called manner of Hans Vredeman de Vries or, 
with a more encompassing term, Northern Renaissance style. Text paintings, stylistically 
rendered in a similar way, can predominantly be found in an area that roughly stretches 
from Elburg, close to Kampen, up to Groningen in the north and Zutphen and Winterswijk 
in the east.

5 Text decoration as a lasting iconic form of Reformed visual culture

Text decoration, used as a means to adapt and mark the church interior as a Reformed 
church interior is foremost an early modern phenomenon, most fully exploited in the early 
phase of the Dutch Calvinist church and its adapted formerly Catholic medieval churches. 
However, some much younger text panels recently rediscovered in the Bovenkerk, invite 
us to conclude with a brief look at the later continuation or revival of the tradition of text 
decoration (fig. 5). 

33 See: Goorhuis-Wijmans, A.: De Jacobskerk. Winterswijks mooiste erfstuk. Winterswijk 1981.
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Fig. 5: Choir screen with modern text 
panels as situated before 1957.  
Photo: C. J. Steenbergh, Collectie  
Rijksdienst voor het Cultureel 
 Erfgoed, objectnumber ST-1.730

Recently a set of panels was rediscovered, which had been stored into oblivion on the dusty 
attic of an outbuilding of the church about 60 years ago. The panels must have been remo-
ved in or before 1957 because of the impending renovation at that time. The overall condi-
tion of the panels as well as the type of characters used and the spelling of the texts reveal 
that these panels cannot possibly date from around 1600. However, several aspects that 
characterize the text panels dating from the late sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, also 
characterize these examples, presumably dating from around 1850.34 Verses taken from 
various Bible books have for instance been painted with golden characters against a black 
background, similar to what can be found on seventeenth-century examples.

More intriguing is the placement of these panels within the church interior. Modern 
pictures show that these panels precisely filled the niches of the choir screen. This pro-
bably has been the situation until the 1957 restoration. As pointed out in the discussion 
of the 1634 ensemble of text panels, this had been a location par excellence for Reformed 
text panels in the late sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Dutch Calvinist churches. Appa-
rently, text decoration was still recognized as what we could call an iconic form of Refor-
med visual culture and applied in a similar fashion even in the nineteenth and twentieth  
century.

34 The Bovenkerk possesses one more panel which likely dates from the nineteenth century. It is cur-
rently located in the ambulatory, and displays a text from Matth. 18:15–17.

6 Conclusion

In art-historical and church-historical narrative, the serenity and sobriety of Dutch Protes-
tant churches has often been foregrounded. The history of the Bovenkerk does indeed illust-
rate how the Reformation, accompanied by its various episodes of iconoclasm, serious  ly af-
fected the church interior: many of the medieval Catholic furnishings and works of art were 
either removed or destroyed. However, the Bovenkerk is also an eloquent example of the 
way in which the Calvinists started to redecorate the church interior in their own manner 
soon afterwards. Immediately after the Reformation, as early as the late sixteenth century, 
statues and altars were replaced by texts, painted on panels and walls. As a depiction of 
the Word, text decoration was ideally suited to adorn the now Reformed church space. The 
text panels and text paintings in Kampen visually marked the church interior as a space for 
Reformed worship and propagated a distinctly Reformed message. Calvinists distanced 
themselves from former Catholic imagery and ritual practices and preached against it, par-
ticularly by means of texts that clearly agitated against idolatry. The panels and wall pain-
tings addressed a diverse audience of churchgoers, consisting of true Calvinists, of mere 
adherents of the new Reformed church and, possibly, of visitors who still sympathized with 
the old church. 

The analysis of the placement of the Reformed text panels and text paintings brings 
to light a spatial pattern which resembles the pre-Reformation spatial organization of the 
church interior. This means that besides the many profound changes brought about by the 
Reformation, this process also entailed aspects of continuity in the arrangement and use 
of the church space. The most conspicuous example in this respect is the way in which the 
text panels emphasized the choir screen. It highlights the continued use of the choir as the 
place for the Eucharist, even though the transformation of the ritual proceedings, the mean-
ing and the accessibility for the believer of this sacrament had been a central concern for 
the reformers. Simultaneously, the panels instruct the viewer on the particular Reformed 
meaning of the Lord’s Supper.

The stylistic characteristics of the text paintings and panels reflect how these decora-
tions were embedded in the region. The textual correspondence of the 1634 ensemble with 
text altars from German territories suggest transregional and transconfessional unity and 
exchange. The display of the five main themes of Luther’s early sixteenth-century Small 
Catechism may seem unsurprising in a church in an Hanseatic city were the first Protestant 
influences, called ‘lutherije’, had manifested themselves among traveling tradesmen during 
the early sixteenth century.

The installation and application of text panels and text paintings as measures to mate-
rially and visually transform and appropriate the church interior is foremost an Early Mo-
dern phenomenon. It was developed as an innovative form of Protestant visual culture to 
mark the church in an age in which the old church could be a vivid memory for some, while 
Catholic devotion remained a regular practice for others. The modern examples, designed 
in a traditional way, illustrate how text decoration evolved into an iconic form of Calvinist 
visual culture that was still recognized in the twentieth century.


